SimplySalad™ lets you produce a well-balanced salad mix with one sowing.
The first multi-species, multi-pellet for salad on the market is quick and easy

The simplest way for growers and retailers to capitalize on the big demand for vegetables! Each SimplySalad pellet contains a tasty, good-looking mix of greens that can be sold in 4-in. to 6-in. pots and color bowls, then enjoyed as a delicious, nutritious edible and a colorful, mixed-texture ornamental. On the bench, SimplySalad is easy to produce with a very quick crop time. Multi-pellets are efficient to sow using a seeder or direct to the final container. The pellet ensures varieties won’t separate in the seed hopper, resulting in a well-balanced mix. Gardeners can harvest every 3 weeks by cutting back to 2 in. (5 cm) and regrow several times for more fresh salads. SimplySalad performs best in full sun in cool weather, or partial shade as temperatures warm up.

**New Alfresco Mixture** Red and green leaf lettuces with arugula, endive and radicchio give a true Mediterranean flavor and feel.

**New City Garden Mixture** A traditional mix of red and green leaf lettuces that are easy on the palate.

**New Global Gourmet Mixture** Red and green leaf lettuces and Asian greens make a nice mix of Asian flavors great in salads or stir-fry.